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Hey everyone! This is the full series bundle of the Omega Awakening series. You will find all the

books in the Omega Awakening Series for a very low price! The bundle consists of:Omega

Awakening - Book 1Omega Reborn - Book 2Omega Rising - Book 3Omega Unchained - Book

4Omega Rising - Book 5Hope you guys enjoy! *Disclaimer*: This book contains adult, sexually

explicit content with an intense sex scene, male breeding and knotting and dominant alpha with his

delicate rare omega. This should not be viewed for anyone under the age of 18*Scroll up and get

your copy today!
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Honestly, this story is not M/M gay as described. No normal human on human action ever really

occurred.For some reason the author found it necessary to specifically remind the reader in EVERY

single intimate scene that the partner on top is using an engorged "knot" to penetrate his partner. (A

knot is a part of a male wolf's genitalia.) If you think you'll be able to enjoy even one scene without

this being mentioned you are mistaken. No other part of his equipment is repeatedly mentioned, not

the head or the shaft, only the knot. He can supposedly transform into a human or wolf but for some



reason never chooses to have a human's genitalia. (not sure if he even has a ballsack.)The

receiving partner meanwhile is described as "he" yet this person always comes with the mention of

his magically wet "hole" which can somehow birth children. No lube is ever used. Strictly speaking,

the scenes depict wolf genitalia penetrating a naturally wet human 'hole?" If that is your thing, get

your tissues ready.If that is NOT your thing you'll be let down. You'll also be let down if you want

characters who get to know each other at all before going to bed in a haze of hormones before

suddenly declaring their love.There is no deep emotional connection. The characters meet at

Walmart and within hours are tumbling in bed together.The storyline feels very rushed. The conflict

is all crammed in at the end of the story and is resolved almost immediately with neither main

character getting their hands dirty.Lastly the word alpha is thrown in almost constantly. Alpha, alpha

alpha, omega and knot.PROS: low price and lots of pages.**SPOILERS**Story in a nutshell:

stereotypical one-dimensional main character sleeps with an almost human man "he" just met at

Wal-Mart and suddenly gets a new life, house, hot devoted boyfriend, baby, welcoming family and

unlimited money.

Yep, you read that right. I admit that I did a double take on that one too. Now, I'm no stranger to the

whole "urban romance/fantasy" genre. To be honest I really thought I'd read it all, but as I was click

my way through the  Kindle Store looking for something different I stumbled onto a whole new

subset that made me pause. Ok, I'm a woman, now I'm curious as to how they're going to pull this

off. So I dive right into the deep end and start 'dog' paddling away.So, a whole series later I'm now

more confused than I was at the beginning!! If the devil's in the details then this author must be an

angel!! (Well, one that writes good erotica anyway.) Step 1, have hot monkey sex for five days

straight. Step 2, You're pregnant! Step 3, the baby is a toddler with adoring grandparents who

apparently have nothing else to to than babysit. Work your standard romance plot around those

steps and that's all you need to get your hea ending. Basically it comes down to skim, skim, ah!

Good sex, rinse and repeat. Let's face it, that's all about 90% of the readers are looking for in this

genre, and that's what this series delivers.

It matters not whether it is between a man and a woman, or between two men or two women...it

matters only that it is true. These stories are very nice... and the love in them feels true. If you're a

prude or homophobic, don't read this collection; but if you love a good love story, and don't care if

the lovers are the same gender, then read on, and enjoy...I did! There are a few typos, but they

don't detract from the stories. Thank you, Aiden, for a lovely read!



This set of books are very well written and each book connects with the other books and all

characters continues into the following books.. The writer really know how to write and I hope I can

get more of his books. The only book I had a problem with was the last one with Luke and Jason I

could not follow the story line and could not finished the book.I do highly recommend this writer and

I am sure you be very impressed with writing ability.

I liked this bundle except the last story in which the author did something very different and it was

just too confusing for me. Otherwise, the romance and sex is great, plus you genuinely come to like

the characters.

I really liked reading all the books in this bundle except for book 5. There were several typos and

use of the wrong words in all the books but book 5 was the worst. Book 5 also had me all confused

with the story. It was mostly sex and the base of the story just didn't make sense. Loved all the other

books but book 5 needs to be thrown out.

I really enjoyed reading the stories in the series of "Omega Awakening." I read each story as it came

out, eagerly awaiting the next one of the series to keep me going. There is such love and romance

in the series and Blake and Darren are wonderful in their omega/alpha roles. Their personalities

make them feel like friends. Blake's family are warm and loving with Mr. Bates not leaving out

Blake's brother Grey in his characters to round out the story. There is violence, but you never really

see it. It has already happened or is happening outside the perimeter of the main setting. Just a few

gunshots to the windows at Blake and Darren makes it feel real. It is just the right amount of tension

and violence to keep this reader on the edge of her seat. I am hoping at some point that the author

will write a story about Darren's cousin, Ian who came to fill in Darren on the early part of his life and

his parents. Gavin, the omega who was in the running to marry Blake, also got the love of his life in

the fourth story of the bundle and was also full of warmth and love with a story line just stressful

enough to keep you reading long after you thought you would go to bed. Now the fifth book, "The

Omega Rising," was a really good book with multiple love stories wrapped up in one story. Jason

and Luke, through a couple of centuries, find love over and over. It was a good, but at times a

confusing read. I had trouble keeping up with what was a past life and what was the present. The

author at the end did a good job of summing up all the stories with a loving end to the main story. I

just wish in my own opinion that there was more written about the present love story and less about



the past. Good job as always Aiden. I received this book free in order to give a honest and unbiased

review.
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